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Abstract
Attitude verbs fall in different categories depending on the kind of com-
plements which they can embed. In English, a verb like know takes both
declarative and interrogative complements. By contrast, believe takes only
declarative complements and wonder takes only interrogative complements.
The present paper examines the hypothesis, originally put forward by Hin-
tikka 1975, that the only verbs that can take both that-complements and
whether-complements are the factive verbs. I argue that at least one half of
the hypothesis is empirically correct, namely that all veridical attitude verbs
taking that-complements take whether-complements. I distinguish veridical
verbs from factive verbs, and present one way of deriving the generalization.
Counterexamples to both directions of the factivity hypothesis are discussed,
in particular the case of emotive factive verbs like regret, and the case of non-
veridical verbs that licence whether-complements, in particular tell, guess,
decide and agree. Alternative accounts are discussed along the way, in par-
ticular Zuber (1982), Ginzburg (1995) and Saebo (2006).
1 Introduction: the factivity hypothesis
Attitude verbs in English fall in different categories depending on the kind of com-
plements which they can embed. In English, a verb like know takes both declarative
and interrogative complements. By contrast, a verb like believe takes only declara-
tive complements. A verb like wonder, on the other hand, takes only interrogative
complements:
(1) a. Pierre knows that it is raining
b. Pierre believes that it is raining
c. *Pierre wonders that it is raining
(2) a. Pierre knows whether it is raining
b. *Pierre believes whether it is raining
c. Pierre wonders whether it is raining
1
2These contrasts in embedding behavior do not hold only for English but are widely
supported by cross-linguistic data (Karttunen 1977, Ginzburg 1995, Lahiri 2002).
The contrast between wonder and know, in particular, plays an important role in the
theory of questions put forward by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1982), and serves as
the basis of their distinction between the intension and the extension of a question
(to which we shall return). To some extent, the opposition between know and
believe has been less systematically studied, despite a number of observations on
the contrast, both by philosophers and by linguists (Vendler 1972, Hintikka 1975,
Lewis 1982, Zuber 1982, Groenendijk and Stokhof 1982, Berman 1991, Ginzburg
1995, Lahiri 2002, and more recently, Saebo 2006).
In his paper, however, Hintikka observed that the difference in question-
embedding behavior between know and believe seems to be correlated with the
factive vs. non-factive feature of each of the two verbs. Thus, Hintikka conjectured
that “only verbs which can have a success force may enter into a wh-construction”
(Hintikka 1975: 21). For instance, non-factive verbs used to report belief, like
pretend or claim are non-factive and do not appear to embed questions. On the
other hand, attitude verbs like see, remember, forget, which also bear a semantic
connection to know, are both factive and question-embedding.
Despite this, Hintikka did not provide a detailed explanation of the link be-
tween factivity and question-embedding behavior. The aim of the present paper is
to take a closer look at this connection, namely to examine how robust it is and how
it may be derived. Let us call Hintikka’s hypothesis the factivity hypothesis, that
is the hypothesis according to which the only verbs that take both declarative and
interrogative complements are the factive verbs. The factivity hypothesis raises
immediately two problems: the first concerns the definition of the notion of factiv-
ity that is relevant in the formulation of the hypothesis. Among philosophers and
logicians, a predicate is generally called factive if it is simply veridical, namely if
it entails the truth of its complement (see e.g. Williamson 2000). Among linguists,
a predicate is usually called factive if it presupposes the truth of its complement
(Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1970, Karttunen 1971). Which of these two definitions is
most relevant is of central importance to test the empirical adequacy of the gener-
alization, which is the second main problem raised by the hypothesis.
Thus, verbs like tell or decide are not veridical, and yet they admit whether-
complements. This suggests that veridicality is not a necessary condition in order
for a verb that takes that-complements to also embed questions. Conversely, as
pointed out by Lahiri (2002), a verb like regret is generally considered factive and
veridical, but it does not admit whether-complements. This suggests that factivity
is not even a sufficient condition for verbs that take that-complements to embed
questions. In what follows, however, I want to suggest that at least one half of the
factivity hypothesis is correct. More precisely, my suggestion is that all veridi-
cal attitude verbs are question-embedding. The converse direction, as we will
see, is more problematic, and it not obvious that all verbs that admit both that-
complements and whether-complements should be factive. The aim of this paper,
however, is to try and defend the hypothesis in its strong form, if only to see where
it is most likely to break down.
3Before we proceed, I want to make the caveat that this paper is fundamentally
on the link between that-complements and whether-complements, rather than on
wh-complements in general. To be more precise, what I want to examine is to
what extent factivity can be seen as necessary and sufficient in order for a verb that
takes that-complements to take whether-complements. The restriction to whether-
complements has to do with the fact that some verbs that do not licence whether-
complements do seem to licence wh-complements. This happens with emotive
predicates like surprise, and even with verbs like believe and regret in appropriate
contexts:1
(3) Peter will never believe who came to the party
(4) Peter was surprised by who came to the party
(5) Peter really regrets who came to the party
Not all native speakers of English find (4) and (5) completely acceptable, but for
some of them these sentences are fine. On the other hand, for both kinds of speakers
the same contexts clearly rule out the embedding of whether-complements:
(6) *Peter will never believe whether Mary came to the party
(7) *Peter was surprised by whether Mary came to the party
(8) *Peter really regrets whether Mary came to the party
In what follows, we will refer to whether-complements as the basic test for
question-embedding, setting aside the explanation of why verbs like surprise are
nevertheless able to licence wh-complements.2
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, I first discuss three different
accounts of the impossibility of embedding whether-complements after believe,
namely the accounts of Zuber (1982), Ginzburg (1995) and Saebo (2006). As we
will see, all accounts make direct or indirect use of the notion of factivity to ex-
plain why believe, in particular, fails to embed questions. None of those, however,
explains why factive verbs would embed questions in the first place. In section 3,
I make a different proposal to derive the generalization that all veridical attitude
verbs embed questions. Section 4 examines the converse of the generalization,
namely the case of non-veridical verbs that are question-embedding (like tell, de-
cide, agree on).
1See Lahiri (2002) for a discussion of whether wh-complements should be seen as questions
(rather than free relatives, or exclamatives) after such verbs.
2See Saebo 2006 for a recent discussion of whether-complements after surprise. One of Saebo’s
examples is particularly intriguing, namely “Don’t read this installment before seeing the episode if
you want to be surprised at whether or not Hercules makes it” (example (25) in Saebo’s paper). Saebo
uses the example to argue that the exclusion of whether-complements after surprise is pragmatic, and
not syntactic or semantic. We may note, however, that a sentence like “You will be surprised whether
or not Hercules makes it” is not acceptable.
42 Facts and Factivity
In this section I compare three different accounts of the distribution of that- and
whether-complements among attitude verbs. I start with the examination of a little
known note by Zuber 1982, and go on to examine Ginzburg’s 1995 theory, and
the pragmatic account recently put forward by Saebo 2006. In all of these the-
ories, we will see that the notion of factivity plays an explanatory role, but only
indirectly. In particular, none of these theories explains why factive verbs should
embed questions in the first place.
2.1 Neg-Raising and Factivity (Zuber 1982)
In a brief note, Zuber observed that neg-raising verbs cannot take whether-
complements, and proposed to explain this failure on the basis of their neg-raising
behavior. Believe, in particular, is neg-raising, which means that a sentence of the
form “x does not believe that p”, where negation takes wide scope over the verb,
can be used to mean the stronger “x believes that not p”, in which the verb raises
above negation:
(9) Mary does not believe that it will rain→Mary believes that it will not rain
A verb like believe clearly differs from know in this respect, since for know that
inference is not available:
(10) Mary does not know that it will rain9Mary knows that it will not rain
The inference associated to neg-raising is not usually considered to be a semantic
entailment, but rather a pragmatic inference of some sort (see Gajewski 2005 in
particular, who handles neg-raising as an inference based on a cancellable presup-
position of the verb). Zuber does not say what he takes the status of the inference
to be, but he basically handles it as a semantic entailment for the purpose of his
argument.
Zuber’s explanation makes further assumptions about the semantic behavior of
whether-complements. In particular, Zuber assumes that for any verb V that takes
both that- and whether-complements:
(a) “V that p” implies “V whether p” (V p→ V ?p)
and likewise:
(b) “not V that p” implies “not V whether p” (¬V p→ ¬V ?p)
In particular, both inferences appear to be satisfied with a verb like know:
(11) Pierre knows that it is raining→ Pierre knows whether it is raining
(12) Pierre does not know that it is raining→ Pierre does not know whether it
is raining
5Zuber’s argument proceeds by reductio to show that if believe whether was a gram-
matical construction, this would conflict with the neg-raising behavior of believe,
based on the assumptions about the behavior of whether-complements. Thus one
would have:
(1) ¬Bp→ B¬p (neg-raising)
(2) B¬p→ B?p (from (a))
(3) ¬Bp→ B?p (from (1) and (2))
(4) ¬Bp→ ¬B?p (from (b))
(5) ¬Bp→ B?p ∧ ¬B?p (from (3) and (4))
The conclusion is that if “believe whether p” was grammatical “Pierre does not
believe whether p” would be impossible to utter without contradiction.
Granting Zuber’s premises, his account would explain why other neg-raising
verbs, like want for instance, do not take whether-complements. On the other hand,
we may note that his theory leaves unexplained why a verb like regret, which is not
neg-raising, does not take whether-complements. This is not by itself an objection,
of course, since for such a verb other mechanisms could very well come into play to
explain the exclusion of whether-complements. More problematically, as pointed
out by B. Spector, the account does not explain why a verb close in meaning to
believe, like be convinced, cannot take whether-complements. The problem in that
case is that a predicate like be convinced is not neg-raising:
(13) John is not convinced that it is raining (9 John is convinced that it is not
raining)
(14) *John is convinced whether it is raining
Furthermore, the account does not make explicit on what basis one should ex-
pect whether-complements to satisfy properties (a) and (b) when embedded under
any verb V . In particular, Zuber does not specify in his note what the meaning
of whether-complements should be in general, nor the kind of implications that
(a) and (b) should be. Clearly, however, the inference patterns (a) and (b) cannot
both be simple semantic entailments, for this would predict that “V that p” and “V
whether p” are semantically equivalent in general, which is not the case.
One possible way of deriving Zuber’s constraints, which anticipates on the
proposal we will make more explicit in Section 3.2 below, would be the following.
Let us assume that “whether p” denotes the true answer to the question whether
p (an assumption made by Karttunen 1977 as well as Groenendijk and Stokhof
1982), so that for any V , Vx?p is true in i if x is in the relation denoted by V to
the true answer to ?p in i. Assume that V is factive in the presuppositional sense,
namely such that Vxp is defined in i provided p is true in i. Then one can verify
that V will satisfy both properties (a) and (b). As for (a), if Vxp is true in i, then
p(i) = 1, by factivity, and so x is indeed in the relation to the true answer to the
question whether p in i, that is Vx?p holds in i. As regards (b), assume ¬Vxp is
true in i. Since V is factive, this presupposes that p(i) = 1, so x fails to be in the
6relation denoted by V to the true answer to whether p, and therefore ¬Vx?p holds
too.
Thus, if V is assumed to be factive, the constraints (a) and (b) are met. As
observed by Kiparsky and Kiparsky 1970, furthermore, factivity (in the sense of
presupposing the truth of the complement) appears to be incompatible with neg-
raising: if ¬V p presupposes that p is true, then ¬V p cannot be strengthened into
V ¬p, for this would imply that ¬p is true (see Gajewski 2005). What Zuber’s
theory ends up showing, under this interpretation of the constraints (a) and (b), is
that if a neg-raising verb like believe were to pattern like a factive verb, then this
would give rise to a contradiction.
At this point, however, one should ask whether the patterns (a) and (b) are
always met with verbs that take both that-complements and whether-complements,
and whether they only appear with factive verbs. Prima facie, it seems the patterns
can be observed with a non-veridical question-embedding verb like say. Consider
for instance:
(15) John said that Mary had left
(16) John did not say that Mary had left
A sentence like (15) cannot easily be followed by: “but John did not really say
whether Mary had left”. It can be followed, however, by: “but John did not say the
truth about whether Mary had left”. If so, this suggests that the (a) constraint can
be met even for non-veridical verbs, a point to which we will return in section 4.
A sentence like (16), by contrast, is compatible with the continuation: “John
said that Mary did not leave”. This is enough to show that “John did not say that
Mary had left” does not entail “John did not say whether Mary had left”. However,
it may be the case that by default a sentence like (16) implicates: “John did not say
that Mary had not left”. One way to derive the implicature is to observe that “John
said that Mary had not left” is more informative than the actual utterance: “John
did not say that Mary had left” (assuming John does not contradict himself). As-
suming a Gricean reasoning where the two sentences would stand as alternatives,
an informed speaker who utters the latter implicates the negation of the former sen-
tence, namely “John did not say that Mary had not left”. The conjunction of the
two sentences, finally, namely “John did not say that Mary left and John did not
say that Mary had not left”, seems equivalent to: “John did not say whether Mary
had left”.
Another way of deriving Zuber’s constraints, consequently, could be to assume
that V ?p means V p ∨ V ¬p. On that interpretation of the meaning of whether-
complements, the constraint (a) is automatically met, since V p trivially implies
V p ∨ V ¬p.3 But then, the entire weight of the explanation rests on condition (b),
3An alternative account of the infelicity of “believe whether p” sentences, also based on neg-
raising, would consist to assume, as Gajewski 2005, that neg-raising originates from the idea that
believe presupposes opinionatedness on the part of the attitude-holder. Thus, “John does not believe
that p” should presuppose that either John believes p or that he believes not p; consequently, this
7which, as we see here, turns out to be an implicature for a non-veridical verb like
say. Under either of the proposed derivations of Zuber’s constraints, we conclude
that the inferential status of the constraint (b) above is not clear. As such, therefore,
the account is not empirically adequate, nor sufficiently grounded.
2.2 Facts and Propositions (Ginzburg 1995)
The second account of question-embedding we shall examine in this section,
Ginzburg’s 1995 account, rests on the assumption that the crucial feature of factive
verbs is that they express a relation to a fact, and that the notion of fact ought to be
taken as a primitive.
According to a tradition that goes back to Russell 1918, the semantic distinc-
tion between a verb like know and a verb like believe has to do with the fact that
knowledge expresses a relation between an agent and a fact, while believe only
expresses a relation between an agent and a proposition. Thus, Russell (1918:
93) writes: “I am inclined to think that perception, as opposed to belief, does go
straight to the fact and not through the proposition. When you perceive the fact
you do not, of course, have error coming in, because the moment it is a fact that is
your object error is excluded.(...) Therefore, the logical form of perception will be
different from the logical form of believing, just because of that circumstance that
it is a fact that comes in”. While Russell talks only about perception in this quote,
his account can readily be extended to knowledge. The central aspect of the op-
position between facts and true propositions, finally, is that facts are conceived as
irreducible to true propositions (see Kratzer 2002 and Holton 2006 for more about
facts).
Following Russell, Vendler (1972: 105) makes the claim that “that”-clauses
are ambiguous, depending on the kind of verb under which they appear.4 Vendler’s
thesis that belief and knowledge are attitude toward distinct types of entities is
based on several linguistic contrasts, which include, in particular, the evidence that
is taken to imply that he believes ¬p. Assuming a weak semantics of “whether p” whereby “V ?p”
would mean: “V p ∨ V ¬p”, then “believe whether p” would end up making a vacuous assertion,
since it would only assert what the use of believe presupposes. As pointed out to me by B. Spec-
tor, however, again an account like this does not generalize in any obvious way to be convinced
whether, since be convinced does not satisfy the presupposition that the subject is convinced that p,
or convinced of ¬p.
4The idea that that-clauses are ambiguous is also defended by Kiparsky and Kiparsky 1970, who
contrast “regret that” and “believe that” sentences. They notice that “I regret that John is ill” licences
“I regret the fact that John is ill”, while “I believe that John is ill” cannot be expressed as “*I believe
the fact that John is ill”. According to them, “Simple that-clauses are ambiguous, and constitute
the point of overlap (neutralization) of the factive and non-factive paradigm” (1970: 356). Surpris-
ingly, however, Kiparsky and Kiparsky do not compare “know” and “believe”. But although know
is factive, “I know the fact that it is raining” is not quite felicitous to mean “I know that it is rain-
ing”. Another difference between that-complements after regret and after believe or know concerns
the fact that the complementizer “that” cannot be omitted after “regret”. Thus: “*John regrets it is
raining” is incorrect, as opposed to “John knows/believes it is raining” (I am indebted to Lea Nash
for this observation). For all these reasons, the contrasts that Kiparsky and Kiparsky have between
regret and believe are not necessarily relevant when one compares know and believe.
8believe, unlike know, does not select questions as its complements. Vendler points
out two other sets of contrastive data, which are worth reminding here. The first
of these, originally put forward by Austin 1954, concerns the opposition between
why- and how-questions. Questions concerning the justification of belief are typi-
cally why-questions, while questions concerning the justification of knowledge are
typically how-questions:
(17) a. Why do you believe that it is raining?
b. *How do you believe that it is raining?
(18) a. *Why do you know that it is raining?
b. How do you know that it is raining?
The second contrast concerns the behavior of know and believe with respect to
what-clauses (to the extent that they are questions at all in the relevant contexts).
Thus, it is possible to say:
(19) Mary knows what Peter said
(20) Mary believes what Peter said
If Peter said “it is raining”, then from (20) one can only infer that Mary believes
that it is raining. From (19), however, it does not necessarily follow that Mary
knows that it is raining (she may think Peter said something false). More precisely,
what (19) typically means is: “Mary knows that Peter said that it is raining”. No
such interpretation is available with “believe” in (20), however.5
None of these contrasts, we should note, provides clear linguistic evidence for
the idea that “that”-clauses are ambiguous. Ginzburg, however, adds to Vendler’s
data some tests involving the nominalization of that-clauses. Thus, from “Peter
believes that it is raining”, one can infer “Peter believes a certain hypothesis”. By
contrast, from “Peter knows that it is raining”, one cannot infer in the same way:
“Peter knows a certain hypothesis”. This suggests that the complement of know
and the complement of believe fall in distinct categories.
Vendler’s claim that “that”-clauses are ambiguous plays a central role in
Ginzburg’s 1995 theory of question-embedding. Thus, Ginzburg proposes a classi-
fication of attitude verbs into three main classes, depending on the kind of objects
denoted by their complements. In Ginzburg’s formal ontology, questions, proposi-
tions and facts correspond to three distinct kinds of entities. Accordingly, attitude
verbs are divided in three main categories, namely resolutive verbs (such as know,
and also tell), which can take facts in their denotation and licence both that and wh-
complements; interrogative verbs (such as wonder), which take questions in their
denotation, and only allow wh-complements; and truth-falsity verbs, namely verbs
5In (20), the what-clause is obviously a free relative, and not an interrogative complement. In
(19), the what-clause can be both a free relative, or a question, namely “What did Peter say”. If
questions are prohibited after “believe”, then the contrast can easily be accounted for. I am indebted
to P. Schlenker for this observation.
9of assertion and opinion such as believe, which only allow that-complements.
On Ginzburg’s theory, an attitude verb that takes that-complements can take
interrogative complements if and only if it expresses a relation to a fact. In order
to explain why believe cannot take questions, Ginzburg postulates that a question
can be coerced to a fact, but can never be coerced to a proposition. The technical
notion of coercion, introduced by J. Pustejovski, can be grasped informally in the
following way: to say that a question can be coerced into a fact means that the
question-denoting complement can be expressed in terms of a fact-denoting com-
plement.6 For instance, to know whether Mary left is to know the fact that Mary
left if she did, or to know the fact that Mary did not leave if she did not.
The class of resolutive verbs, finally, is divided into two classes, namely res-
olutive factive verbs, like know, and resolutive non-factive verbs, like tell. An
important point about tell is that tell can embed questions, despite the fact that it
is not factive with respect to that-complements. On Ginzburg’s account, however,
tell does express a relation to a fact whenever it also expresses a relation to a ques-
tion. In that, Ginzburg follows the remarks of Baker (1968), who pointed out that
“John told Mary who left” is typically judged false in a situation in which John
made a mistake or gave some false information about who left. Thus resolutive
non-factive verbs are ambiguous, since unlike believe, they can express relations to
propositions or to facts.
In comparison to the account discussed in the previous section, Ginzburg’s
account makes a clear connection between factivity and question-embedding. It is
unclear, however, to what extent the account is really explanatory, since Ginzburg
only stipulates that questions can be coerced into facts, and cannot be coerced
into propositions. Lahiri points out two further limitations of the account (Lahiri
2002: 290-91). The first concerns the case of regret. Using one of Ginzburg’s
nominalization tests, it seems one can infer “Peter regrets the fact that it is raining”
from “Peter regrets that it is raining”. Prima facie, this suggests that regret denotes
a relation to facts, yet regret does not embed questions. Another objection concerns
the behavior of predicates like agree (on), which are not factive with respect to
that-complements, and which are not veridical either with respect to interrogative
complements. For instance:
(21) a. Jack and Mary agree that Peter left
b. Jack and Mary agree on whether someone left
For (21)a to be true, Jack and Mary need only agree on the truth of a proposition
(the proposition that Peter left), which may perfectly turn out to be false. Clearly,
however, (21)a entails (21)b, and on Ginzburg’s account the complement of the
preposition “on”, namely “ whether someone left” denotes a question (Lahiri 2002:
290). As such, therefore, a verb like agree threatens the generalization whereby
6See Pustejovsky 1993: 83, who defines type coercion as “a semantic operation that converts
an argument to the type which is expected by a function, where it would otherwise result in a type
error”.
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questions cannot be coerced into propositions.
2.3 A pragmatic account (Saebo 2006)
In a recent paper Saebo presents a pragmatic account of the exclusion of whether-
complements after believe. The presupposition of factivity associated to know also
plays a central role in the explanation, but the main aspect of Saebo’s account is the
idea that know and believe are competing alternatives, and that a sentence like “Pe-
ter believes whether it is raining”, if it could be uttered, should be systematically
dispreferred to a sentence like “Peter knows whether it is raining”.
Saebo’s account is presented in the framework of bidirectional optimality the-
ory, but makes use of general principles of the theory of implicatures and presup-
positions. More precisely, Saebo’s theory is based on an account of the competition
between believe and know in front of that-complements, which he generalizes to
the case of whether-complements. To use an example from Sauerland (2007), from
a sentence like:
(22) John believes that 313 is a prime.
one typically infers that the speaker does not believe that 313 is a prime. One way
to account for this inference is to notice that if “313 is a prime” was believed by
the speaker, it would be more appropriate for her to say “John knows that 313 is
a prime”. Saebo presents the inference as based on the Gricean Maxim of Quan-
tity (“make your contribution as informative as possible”). As Sauerland (2007:7)
argues for this and related phenomena, it is even more adequate to talk about a
principle of maximization of presuppositions, as first formulated by Heim 1991,
namely “Make your contribution presuppose as much as possible!”. Indeed, in a
case in which the speaker takes it to be part of the common ground that 313 is a
prime, a sentence like (22) would be misleading. In Saebo’s framework, the sen-
tence “John believes that φ” is likewise predicted to be less optimal than “John
knows that φ” in all contexts in which φ follows from the common ground, namely
in all contexts in which the presupposition of know is satisfied. Conversely “John
believes that φ” will be more optimal than “John knows that φ” in all contexts in
which φ does not follow from the common ground, since the presupposition is not
satisfied for know. Thus, Saebo predicts that any sentence of the form “John be-
lieves that p” will implicate that p does not follow from the common ground. For
future reference I call this implicature the “BT-implicature” (for “Believe That”):
BT-implicature: a sentence of the form “John believes that φ” implicates that the
that-clause φ does not follow from the common ground.
In the case of whether-complements, Saebo postulates that a similar implica-
ture should hold in principle. His account goes on to show that if a sentence of
the form “John believes whether φ” could be uttered, then it should implicate in
the same way that the presupposition associated to “John knows whether φ” does
not hold. On his theory, however, the presupposition of “John knows whether φ”
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turns out to be a tautology, and holds vacuously. From this, it follows that a sen-
tence like “John believes whether 313 is a prime” would implicate a contradiction,
which explains why the sentence is blocked.
The way Saebo derives this result is by assuming that any sentence of the form
“John knows ψ” (where ψ is either of the form “that φ or “whether φ”) is defined
only if the proposition λiψ(i) (which he calls the rectified complement proposition
or RCP) follows from the common ground. When ψ is a that-clause, namely of the
form ψ = λw(φ(w) = 1), then the RCP λiψ(i) reduces to λi(φ(i) = 1), which
corresponds to the denotation of the that-clause. When ψ is a whether-clause,
taken to be of the form λw(φ(w) = φ(i)) (Groenendijk & Stokhof 1982), the RCP
λiψ(i) reduces to λi(φ(i) = φ(i)), namely to a tautology. The BT-implicature
associated to believe-that sentences is then generalized by Saebo into a generalized
implicature for believe-that and believe-whether complements alike (we shall call
it the BRCP-implicature):
BRCP-implicature A sentence of the form “John believes ψ” implicates that the
RCP λiψ(i) does not follow from the common ground
From this assumption it follows that when ψ is a that-clause, what is implicated is
that ψ does not follow from the common ground, which yields the BT-implicature.
When ψ is a whether-clause, on the other hand, what is implicated is a contradic-
tion, since any tautology necessarily follows from the common ground, and this
should explain why “believe whether” is not grammatical.
As we can see, Saebo’s account of the infelicity of whether-complements after
believe does not depend directly on its non-factive behavior, but more centrally, on
the competition with know. The factivity of know, on the other hand, is needed
to explain the BT-implicature of believe, which Saebo generalizes to the case of
whether-complements.
One possible objection concerns the order of explanation in Saebo’s account.
In the case of the BT-implicature, one derives the existence of this implicature,
based on the fact that a sentence of the form “X believes that p” was actually
uttered, and on the principle of maximization of presuppositions. In other words,
an implicature is derived from the competition between two sentences that can
both actually be uttered. For the generalization to whether-complements, however,
there is no evidence that any implicature should take place in principle, other than
by analogy with the case of that-complements.
A second issue about Saebo’s account concerns the way in which it can be gen-
eralized. For the case of a verb like surprise, in particular, Saebo suggests that the
exclusion of whether-complements is based on a competition between that-clauses
and whether-clauses (rather than between alternative matrix verbs), in relation to
the factivity of the verb. If we consider a verb like regret (which is closely related
to emotives like “be surprised”, “be sorry” or “be sad”), Saebo’s account should
predict that “John regrets that φ” is strongly optimal over “John regrets whether
φ” whenever φ follows from the common ground, due to the factivity of regret. In
the same way, his account will predict that “John knows that φ” is strongly opti-
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mal over “John knows whether φ” whenever φ follows from the common ground.
This prediction is correct, since for instance “John knows that Mary left” is clearly
more informative that “John knows whether Mary left” in a situation in which it
is part of the common ground that Mary left. But then, how can it be explained
that “know whether” is nevertheless a grammatical form, while “regret whether” is
systematically excluded?
To account for the difference, Saebo observes that the use of a predicate like
surprise generally bears a stronger factivity presupposition than the use of know in
front of wh-complements. One can say “John knows who left” without knowing
who left (“John knows who left, let us ask him”). By contrast, according to Saebo,
“John was surprised by who left” tends to convey that the speaker knows who left.
Saebo calls this feature super-factivity. Independently, Guerzoni (2007) also makes
use of a related notion of speaker-factivity, on the basis of similar examples. The
difference between factivity and super-factivity is in fact crucial to explain why
“be surprised whether” is less optimal that “be surprised that”, since according to
Saebo the only relevant contexts that would occur for the evaluation of “Mary is
surprised whether it is raining”, for instance, should be contexts in which either the
speaker knows that it is raining, or contexts in which the speaker knows that it is not
raining (by speaker-factivity). By application of the principle of maximization of
presuppositions, the speaker should therefore prefer to use “Mary is surprised that
it is raining” or “Mary is surprised that it is not raining” each time. The situation is
supposed to be different with “John know whether it is raining”, since that sentence
becomes optimal in a situation in which the speaker herself does not know which
of “it is raining” or “it is not raining” is true (in that case, the use of the that-
complement is simply impossible).
Despite this and notwithstanding the convergence between Saebo’s and Guer-
zoni’s intuitions, the notion of super-factivity is not completely clear. For instance,
it seems one can say:
(23) I met John this morning. He was very surprised by who had failed the
exam in his class. I did not dare ask him which students had failed, but he
seemed to be really disappointed.
Clearly, the sentence “I did not dare ask which students had failed” conveys that
the speaker does not know who failed the exam. This casts doubt on the robust-
ness of the notion of super-factivity. As a result, the explanation of the exclu-
sion of whether-complements after emotive verbs like be surprised or regret re-
mains inconclusive. If regret is simply factive, and not super-factive, then some
other mechanism must be used to explain the difference with know with regard to
whether-complements.
2.4 Summary
Saebo’s theory of the exclusion of whether-complements is explicitly presented as
a pragmatic, rather than syntactic or semantic. As we saw, his account appeals
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to two kinds of competition (between complementizers on the one hand, and be-
tween matrix verbs on the other hand, depending on the verbs). This, however, may
also be issue, if one can give evidence that the exclusion of whether-complements
after believe and regret might be based on one uniform mechanism, rather than
on different mechanisms. While more directly semantic, we saw that Zuber does
not account for the exclusion of whether-complements after regret, which is not
neg-raising. Likewise, Ginzburg’s account does not make clear why the comple-
ments of regret, if they are facts, do not put regret on a par with know with respect
to questions. All the accounts we reviewed, moreover, propose to explain why
whether-complements are excluded in specific contexts, but they do not provide a
positive account of the cases in which whether-complements are licenced by verbs
that take that-complements. In the next section, I propose to see how Hintikka’s
factivity hypothesis may be justified to account both for the admission and for the
exclusion of whether-complements. The way we will formulate the hypothesis will
end up putting believe and regret in the same category.
3 Veridicality and question-embedding
In this section I present one way of deriving Hintikka’s factivity hypothesis.7 More
exactly, I examine one direction of the hypothesis, according to which all veridical
attitude verbs are able to embed whether-complements. First, we need to say more
about the difference between factivity and veridicality.
3.1 Veridicality and Factivity
We shall call a verb that takes that-clauses veridical if it entails the truth of its
complement when used in the positive declarative form, namely if it satisfies the
schema V p → p for all p, where p is a “that”-clause. Following Kiparsky and
Kiparsky 1970, we shall call a verb V factive if asserting V p presupposes the truth
of the complement p. A verb like know is both factive and veridical, since “John
knows that it is raining” implies that it is raining, but “John does not know that it is
raining” also commits the speaker to the belief that it is raining.8 Some predicates
7I should note here that the account I propose is most likely not exactly what Hintikka had
mind, nor does it purport to be. Hintikka 1975:21 only explicitly comments on “knowing who”
constructions, as in “Dr Welby knows who has a pneumonia”, which he analyzes as: ∀x(Px →
Dr Welby knows that Px). He writes that “on the universal-quantifier reading of subordinate wh-
questions the main verb ... receives a kind of success force, independently of whether it has one in
the that-construction.” His theory is that only verbs that already have this success force with that-
complements can therefore enter in a wh-construction. Berman 1991 gives a more elaborate view of
this account in terms of presupposition accommodation. I leave a discussion of Berman’s proposal
aside (see Lahiri 2002). To be completely fair to Hintikka’s account, finally, I should note that his
claim is that only factive verbs can embed questions, and does not explicitly say that all factive verbs
should. Hence only verbs like tell, but not regret, are a putative counterexample to his account.
8Of course, it is always possible to say: “John can’t know that it is raining, since it is not rain-
ing”, but this is exactly a phenomenon of cancellation of the presupposition (also known as local
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like “it is clear”, or “prove”, appear to be veridical and yet not factive. Although
the positive form of the verb entails the truth of the complement, this entailment is
not preserved under negation, in particular:
(24) John has proved that Mary was not there that night [# but in fact she was
there]
(25) John has not proved that Mary was not there that night [and in fact she
may have been there]
(26) It is clear that John is the one who did it [# but John may not have done it]
(27) It is not clear that John is the one who did it [and in fact he may not have
done it]
An important issue concerns the relation between the two notions of veridicality
and factivity. One possibility is to see factivity as implying veridicality. Another
is to see the two notions as independent in principle, albeit coinstantiated in some
verbs. The choice between the two options matters, since it also depends on how
one thinks factiveness presuppositions are generated. Usually, a factive predicate
is considered ipso facto veridical, since factiveness is defined as preservation of the
truth of the complement in specific contexts (viz. under negation, modals, and so
on), but taking the positive context as the baseline.
In their grammar of the English Language, on the other hand, Huddleston and
Pullum (2002) go for the second option. They call entailing the predicates we
here call veridical, and consider that some verbs, like regret, admit, and resent, are
factive but non-entailing. Usually, a verb like regret is presented as a paradigm
case of factive verb, since from “John regrets that Mary left him”, one infers that
the speaker believes that Mary left John, and likewise for “John does not regret
that Mary left him” (Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1970, Karttunen 1971). Several exam-
ples, first put forward by E. Klein (1975), challenge the idea that regret (and other
emotive predicates like “be glad”) is really veridical:
(28) Falsely believing that he had inflicted a fatal wound, Oedipus regretted
killing the stranger on the road to Thebes (Klein 1975, quoted in Gazdar
1979: 122)
(29) Ed believed that he had offended his parents and very much regretted that
he had done so, but it turned out that he had been mistaken: they had not
in the least been offended. (Huddleston and Pullum 2002: 1007)
(30) John wrongly believes that Mary got married, and he regrets that she is no
longer single. (Egre´ 2004, 2005, based on Schlenker 2005, fn. 14)
One issue raised by such examples is whether the use of regret could possibly be
a scare-quote use, as in a sentence like “Before Copernicus, people knew that the
sun was revolving around the earth”, in which the verb “knew” is usually given
accommodation).
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a special intonation indicating pretense on the part of the speaker. According to
Gazdar (1979), examples similar to (28) are found with cognitive factive verbs, for
instance:
(31) Falsely believing that he had inflicted a fatal wound, Oedipus became
aware that he was a murderer.
A sentence like (31) appears to be a case of free indirect speech, whereby Oedipus
is in fact saying to himself: “I am a murderer”. Gazdar concludes from the parallel
with (28), in particular, that Klein’s examples do not provide “sufficient grounds
for arguing that some or all factive verbs do not entail their complements” (1979:
123). Likewise, one may argue that sentences (28)-(30) also involve free indirect
speech, by expressing in the that-clause the content of what the attitude holder
would express directly by saying, for instance: “I regret that Mary got married”.
One difference which remains, however, is that the substitution of “know” to
“regret” in a sentence like (30) produces a contradiction. Thus, it seems just incon-
sistent to utter:
(32) (??) John wrongly believes that Mary got Married and he knows that she
is no longer single.
This suggests, at any rate, that know and regret do not behave in exactly parallel
ways. In (30), it seems one can ascribe to John a true mental state of regret. In the
case of (32), one cannot ascribe true knowledge in the same way.
Further elements suggest that regret and other emotive predicates, like be sad
or even be surprised, may be closer to believe than to know (Schlenker 2005, Egre´
2004, 2005) . One indication concerns the mood of the embedded complement in
French. In French, emotive predicates like eˆtre triste (be sad) and eˆtre surpris (be
surprised) require the verb of the that-clause to be in the subjunctive, like regretter
(regret), in contradistinction to savoir (know), which selects for the indicative:
(33) a. Pierre est surpris que Marie soit partie sans dire au revoir
Pierre is surprised that Marie beSUBJ left without saying good bye.
b. *Pierre est surpris que Marie est partie sans dire au revoir.
Pierre is surprised that Marie leftIND without saying good bye.
(34) a. Pierre sait que Marie est partie sans dire au revoir
Pierre knows that Marie isIND left without saying good bye.
b. *Pierre sait que Marie soit partie sans dire au revoir.
Pierre knows that Marie leftSUBJ without saying good bye.
Contrary to (34)-a, a sentence like (33)-a does not necessarily imply that Pierre
knows that Marie left without saying good bye, not even that the speaker assumes
that Marie left without saying good bye. What the sentence presupposes is that
it seems (at least to some participants in the conversation) that Marie left without
saying good bye. The best way to approach the correct meaning would be to say
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that “Pierre is surprised that Mary might have left without saying good bye”. Thus
(33) can very well be pursed with:
(35) Moi aussi cela me surprend. A mon avis, elle a duˆ lui dire au revoir, mais
il ne s’en souvient pas
It surprises me too. In my opinion, she must have said good bye to him,
but he does not remember.
In what follows we shall therefore consider that regret, like other emotive
predicates, and despite appearances to the contrary, is not veridical, unlike know.9
Following Huddleston and Pullum’s grammar, one may still call regret a factive
verb, bearing in mind the idea that the default interpretation of a sentence of the
form “X regrets that p”, in most contexts, including in questions and under nega-
tion, is that p is true. To say this, however, is to commit oneself to a pragmatic
understanding of the notion of factiveness (as opposed to a lexical one, whereby
factiveness would be conceived as veridical entailment preserved in different con-
texts).10 According to Huddleston and Pullum, for instance, “just as one cannot
regret some proposition p unless one believes that p is true, so one would not nor-
mally ask whether someone else regrets that p unless one believes that p is true”
(2002: 1008). While this intuition seems plausible, it is clear that some princi-
ple about presupposition accommodation is needed to account for the inference
from the lexical presupposition “X believes p” associated to ‘X regrets p” to the
conclusion: “The speaker believes p”.11
I will set aside a further discussion of this problem here. What matters for
the present account is the idea that veridicality may indeed correlate better with
9Another observation on the contrast between know and regret can be seen by applying Vendler’s
tests. The why vs. how-questions suggests that regret behaves more clearly like believe than know in
“Why do you regret that Mary left?”, which is correct, as opposed to “*How do you regret that Mary
left?”. Using Vendler’s own standards, this should mean that the objects of regret are more likely to
be propositions than facts.
10See Gazdar 1979: 120, who describes Karttunen’s position along the same line: “some writers,
such as Karttunen, who have embraced a pragmatic definition of presupposition, seem implicitly to
have abandoned the entailment relation between affirmative sentences and their presuppositions”.
Gazdar adds in a footnote (fn. 12) that “In fact, Karttunen (p.c. 1977) thinks that cognitive factives
like know do entail their complements, but he is agnostic with respect to emotive factives like regret”.
11To some extent, the problem bears some analogy to the proviso problem for presuppositions,
originally put forward by B. Geurts (I am indebted to P. Schlenker, B. Spector, and D. Fox and
R. Singh for pointing out this analogy). The proviso problem is that a conditional sentence of the
form “if Theo likes sonnets, so does his wife” is predicted to semantically presuppose that if Theo
likes sonnets, Theo has a wife. The presupposition accommodated in out of the blue contexts is the
stronger presupposition that Theo has a wife. Heim 1992: 206 discusses another accommodation
problem concerning sentences like: “John believes that it stopped raining”, where we standardly
accommodate “it had rained”, rather than the predicted presupposition: “John believed that it had
rained”. The problem here is to figure out how we are able to infer: “it had rained” from “John
believed it had rained”. As such the problem is even more similar to what happens with “John
regrets that it is raining”, assuming that “John believes it is raining” is the presupposition, and that
“it is raining” is what we accommodate. (Thanks to B. Spector and K. von Fintel for bringing Heim’s
example to my attention).
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question-embedding than factivity. In particular, veridical non-factive predicates
like “prove” and “it is clear” can embed whether-questions:
(36) As yet, there is probably no evidence that would definitively prove whether
or not some dinosaurs were warm-blooded.
(37) It is not yet clear whether such phenomena can be observed in patients
with non-tumor diseases.
We may note that for such verbs, not all contexts allow for felicitous whether-
embedding. For instance, in a context in which the speaker knows what John has
proved about dinosaurs, it is obviously odd to say:
(38) John has proved whether dinosaurs were warm blooded
Rather, one would expect the speaker to use “prove that”, followed by the appro-
priate answer to the question. Likewise, in a context in which the speaker knows
whether Mary left or not, it sounds incorrect to say:
(39) It is clear whether Mary left.
Here again, one would expect “it is clear that” to be preferred by the speaker, unless
the speaker wants to hide the information from the hearer, or signal to the hearer
that he has an answer (like in: “it is completely clear to me whether Mary left, but
I won’t tell you, you need to find out for yourself”). For such cases, therefore, the
infelicity of using “whether” is readily explained by the competition with “that”-
complements, exactly along the lines of Saebo’s pragmatic account. But it remains
that such verbs can embed whether-complements in principle, as opposed to verbs
like believe or regret, which seem to exclude them completely.
3.2 From veridicality to whether-embedding
Assuming veridicality might be a necessary and sufficient condition for a verb that
takes that-complements to take whether-complements, let us now try to derive this
connection more formally. To do this, we need to specify what the meaning of
whether-complements is, and what we should expect the meaning of a sentence of
the form “X V whether p” to be in general.
In principle the meaning of embedded questions could very well depend on
the embedding verb. For instance, it is not obvious that “whether p” has the same
meaning in “wonder whether p”, “decide whether p”, and “know whether p”, a
point to which we will return below. Here we shall assume that the meaning of
“whether p” is uniform, and that it denotes the true answer to the question whether
p. More precisely, we assume Groenendijk and Stokhof’s denotation for questions
(Groenendijk and Stokhof 1982, 1990). In their framework, “whether p” denotes
the proposition that p if p is true, and that not p if p is false. More formally,
[[ whether p ]](i)=λw(p(w) = 1) if p(i) = 1, and [[ whether p ]](i)=λw(p(w) = 0)
if p(i) = 0, that is [[ whether p ]](i)=λw(p(w) = p(i)).
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The expression λw(p(w) = p(i)) corresponds to what GS call the extension
of the question whether p. On GS’s account, “whether p” can also denote the
intension of the question, for instance after wonder, namely the function that,
in each context, gives the true propositional answer to whether p in that context
(λiλw(p(i) = p(w))). By contrast, “whether p” denotes the extension of the ques-
tion after know, namely λw(p(w) = p(i)), assuming i is the evaluation context.
Thus, the difference between “whether p” after wonder and after know is funda-
mentally a type distinction, which leaves the meaning of the embedded question
essentially invariant. Our first, assumption, therefore, is that, for a verb V that
takes both declarative and interrogative complements, whether-complements de-
note the true answer to the corresponding question:
(40) Meaning of whether: for a verb V that takes that-clauses, “X V whether
p” is true in i iff the referent of X is in the relation denoted by V to the
true answer to the question “?p” in i.
Our next assumption about the meaning of “whether”-clauses is that they systemat-
ically weaken the meaning of “that”-clauses when embedded after verbs that admit
both kinds of complements. This corresponds to Zuber’s assumption (a), namely
to the idea that all verbs that take both that- and whether-clauses satisfy the entail-
ment from “that p” to “whether p”. For instance, one can check that the inference
goes through for know and decide:
(41) a. John knows that Mary left
b. John knows whether Mary left
(42) a. John has decided that he will go to London
b. John has decided whether he will go to London
We call this second assumption the “that-to-whether” constraint:
(43) that-to-whether constraint: a verb V that takes declarative complements
takes whether-complements provided it satisfies the entailment from “X V
that p” to “X V whether p”.
Now, it is easy to see that if a verb is veridical, then it systematically satisfies
the that-to-whether constraint, given our assumption on the denotation of whether-
complements. Indeed, by definition, if a verb V is veridical, then one has:
(44) a. ∀i[V (i)(a, λw(p(w) = 1))→ p(i) = 1] (veridicality), hence
b. ∀i[V (i)(a, λw(p(w) = 1))→ V (i)(a, λw(p(w) = p(i))]
In other words, whenever a veridical verbs selects a that-clause, because the that-
clause has to be true, it thereby corresponds to the extension of the corresponding
whether-question.
For verbs that are not veridical, like believe or regret, on the other hand, the
that-to-whether constraint cannot be satisfied in the same way. For instance, to
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believe that it is raining is to believe a proposition that could very well turn out
to be false. Likewise, on the present account, to regret that it is raining does not
by itself entail that it is raining. If X regrets that it is raining, X believes that it is
raining and wishes it were not raining. But as we argued, X’s regret can very well
rest on a false belief.
3.3 it is true that, be right that
The constraint (43) is a stipulation of the theory, just like the assumption made
above about the meaning of “whether”. As stated, moreover, (43) may appear as
only a sufficiency condition for question-embedding. For the condition to be fully
explanatory, we need to suppose that if a verb does not automatically satisfy the en-
tailment from “that” to “whether”, then it does not licence whether-complements.
Before turning to this problem, what we need to examine is whether, as a suf-
ficiency condition, the condition does not already overgenerate. Some problem
cases for the account here are non-factive predicates like “it is true that” and “be
right that”, which by definition entail the truth of their complement, and yet do not
take whether-complements:
(45) Mary is right that John left [# but John did not leave]
(46) *Mary is right whether John left
(47) It is true that John left [# but John did not leave]
(48) *It is true whether John left
One common aspect of these two predicates is that they are not attitude predicates
per se. As Abusch (2002) observes about be right that, this predicate is in a sense
symmetric to know, since “Mary is right that p” asserts that p, and presupposes that
Mary believes that p. Hence, stricto sensu “Mary is right that p” does not assert
that Mary believes that p, and to that extent it does not ascribe an attitude to Mary.
By contrast, “Mary knows that p” asserts that Mary believes p, and presupposes
that p. Similarly, “it is true that it is raining” asserts that it is raining, but does not
presuppose it. The same holds of the predicate “it is right that”.
An important difference with predicates like “prove” or “be clear” is that
“whether”-complements after prove or be clear, in the relevant contexts, ascribe
a non-vacuous property to the true answer to the question. For instance:
(49) Wewill soon be able to prove whether some dinosaurs were warm-blooded
(50) By the end of the semester, it will be clear whether the budget was suffi-
cient.
asserts that the true answer to the question will soon be proved. By contrast, sen-
tences like “it is right whether it is raining”, or “it is true whether is is raining”
would assert that the true answer to the question is true/right, both of which being
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vacuous statements.12 Another way to see it is to look at the negation of “whether”-
sentences. “John does not know whether it is raining” says that the true answer to
whether it is raining is not known to John, which is consistent without being trivial.
But “it is not true/right whether it is raining” should mean that the true answer to
the question is not true/right, which would then be contradictory.
This suggests that the correct way of putting the that-to-whether constraint is
to say that a predicate V that takes that-complements takes whether-complements,
provided the inference is non-vacuous. Alternatively, one may state this as a sep-
arate constraint, namely the constraint whereby an expression can appear as argu-
ment of another provided the resulting expression is non-vacuous.13
Finally, a predicate close to be right that is the predicate correctly believe that,
which, by virtue of the adverb, is also veridical. In principle, our account should
predict that such a predicate can take whether-complements, which is not the case:
(51) Only 17 percent of Canadian adults correctly believe that/*whether ap-
proximately 45,000 Canadians die each year as a result of tobacco use
The embedding of “whether” after “correctly believe” is just as bad as under “be-
lieve”. In this case one cannot say that the embedding of “whether” would be
vacuous. Rather, the badness of the sentence obviously originates from the impos-
sibility of embedding “whether”-complements after believe. This means that the
that-to-whether constraint stated above cannot be taken to apply to arbitrary predi-
cates, but only to the head of the verb phrase containing the that-clause (“correctly”
is only an adjunct).
3.4 Summary
In this section we have given evidence in favor of the hypothesis that all veridi-
cal attitude verbs licence whether-complements. We have proposed to derive the
generalization by assuming that whether-complements denote the corresponding
true answer, and by observing that veridical attitude verbs, because of their veridi-
cal character, in principle allow to express that-clauses as whether-clauses in the
positive form. Moreover, we have argued that emotive predicates like regret or
be surprised should not count as veridical, despite the fact that in many contexts
the truth of their complements is pragmatically presupposed. So far, however, we
have said nothing about the converse direction of the factivity hypothesis. That is,
while the present account predicts that all veridical attitude verbs licence whether-
complements, it leaves open the possibility for non-veridical verbs also to take
whether-complements. The next section is devoted to this problem.
12Assume that [[ True ]](i)=λPstT (i)(P ), where T (i)(P ) = 1 iff P (i) = 1. Then
[[ True(whether p) ]](i)=T (i)(λw(p(w) = p(i)) = 1, since λw(p(w) = p(i))(i) = (p(i) =
p(i)) = 1.
13I here rely on unpublished remarks by J. Gajewski, and also D. Fox.
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4 The case of non-veridical verbs
We have formulated the that-to-whether constraint by saying that a verb which
takes that-complements takes whether-complements provided it satisfies the entail-
ment from “V that p” to “V whether p”. For the constraint to be fully explanatory,
however, the constraint should be read as “if and only if”. If so, this would explain
not only why veridical verbs can take both that and whether-complements, but also
why non-veridical verbs like believe and regret can not take whether-complements,
since for such verbs the entailment is not satisfied.
One way of defending the biconditional formulation of the constraint is to ob-
serve that in all contexts in which “V whether p” is true, then if “V that p” is true, p
must be true too (given our semantics for whether). This, however, falls short of es-
tablishing that in all contexts in which “V that p” is true, p should be true. In other
words, it does not follow analytically that if a verb taking whether-complements is
extensional in Groenendijk and Stokhof’s sense, then it is veridical with respect to
that-complements in all contexts. And indeed, counterexamples are given by verbs
like tell, say, which are not veridical with respect to that-complements, but which
admit whether-complements. Other problem cases for the present account include
verbs like guess, but also doubt, agree (on), conjecture (about) and predicates like
be certain (about) or be sure (on), which can all be followed by whether-clauses.
The first observation to make about such verbs, however, is that they fall in at
least three different categories. As argued by Karttunen (1977b), whether-clauses
after doubt are special and do not behave like questions, which sets doubt apart.
Regarding the other verbs, we can see, following Lahiri 2002, that they fall into two
distinct classes: most of the time, verbs like tell, say and guess appear to be veridi-
cal with respect to questions. By contrast, verbs like agree (on), be certain (about)
are non-veridical with respect to questions. I examine these different verbs in turn.
For the latter verbs, I argue that prepositions play a semantic role. Regarding the
former, I argue that they are ambiguously veridical already with that-clauses.
4.1 Doubt
As discussed by Karttunen (1977b), whether-clauses after doubt behave idiosyn-
cratically. In English the two sentences (52)-a and (52)-b can be used interchange-
ably:
(52) a. I doubt that they serve breakfast
b. I doubt whether they serve breakfast
Karttunen also observes that doubt cannot take wh-questions (“*I doubt who
is coming for dinner”), and does not licence alternative readings of disjunctive
whether-questions (“I doubt whether they serve tea or coffee” can only mean “I
doubt whether they serve either tea or coffee”). Moreover, “whether” cannot be
replaced by “whether or not” after “doubt”:
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(53) *I doubt whether or not they serve breakfast
Karttunen therefore concludes that whether-clauses after doubt do not denote real
questions. I concur with Karttunen’s analysis here. One observation we may add
to this is that in French, “douter si” is marginally acceptable and found in some
dialects. In that case, however, the construction has a meaning close to “se de-
mander si” (wonder), and it does allow for alternative readings and for “whether
or not” constructions; moreover, “douter si” is followed by the indicative mood,
unlike “douter que” (doubt that), which requires the subjunctive mood:
(54) Les gens doutent si c’est la peste ou pas. (Google)
People doubt whether it is the plague or not.
(55) Nous voyons des gens qui doutent si l’univers n’est point l’effet du hasard
ou d’une ne´cessite´ aveugle. (Google)
We see people who doubt whether the universe is not the effect of chance
or of blind necessity.
(56) Les gens doutent que ce soit la peste / *que c’est la peste
People doubt that it be the plague / that it is the plague.
These data strengthen Karttunen’s observation about English, since in French a
sentence like “Pierre doute qu’il pleuve” (Pierre doubt that it is raining) cannot
entail nor be expressed by “Pierre doute s’il pleut”. We therefore agree with Kart-
tunen that doubt does not embed whether-questions, exactly like believe.
4.2 Tell, Guess and non-veridical readings
While tell and agree both are non-veridical with respect to that-complements, one
can observe that after tell or guess, embedded questions usually have a veridical
reading, which means that the interrogative complement seems to denote the true
answer to the question. For that reason, Lahiri (2002) puts them in the class of
what he calls veridical responsive predicates. For instance:
(57) John told Mary who was at the party
seems to mean that John told Mary the true complete answer to the question “who
was at the party” (Baker 1968).14 In a situation in which only Sue and Bill were at
the party, and John only told Mary that Sue was at the party, or told her mistakenly
that Alfred was at the party, the sentence seems to be false. The same seems to
hold of whether-questions. The sentence:
(58) John will tell us whether it is raining in London.
conveys that John is expected to tell the true answer to the question. Likewise,
guess in most contexts appears to force the veridical reading of the embedded ques-
14See also Holton 1996, who defends this view against counterexamples proposed by Tsohatzidis.
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tion:
(59) John had guessed whether it would rain.
In such examples, tell seems to behave like reveal, which is factive with respect
to that-complements, and likewise guess gets the meaning of the factive divine (cf.
the French “deviner”, which is factive with that-complements, and is one common
way of translating “guess” in many contexts).
Interestingly, Lewis (1982) observed that “this veridical sense [of telling
whether] may or may not be the only sense of ‘tell whether’; it seems at least the
most natural sense”. At the same time, however, the remark indicates that Lewis
had in mind the possibility of non-veridical readings of whether-complements after
tell. Egre´ and Spector (2007) investigate the possibility that non-veridical readings
of embedded questions might indeed exist after tell and other communication verbs
(such as predict, or announce), on the basis of examples like:
(60) Everyday, the meteorologists tell the population whether it will rain the
next day, but they are often wrong.
In such a case, it seems the meteorologists needn’t tell the actual answer for
the sentence “tell whether” to count as true. The hypothesis examined in Egre´ and
Spector (2007) is that “tell whether p” could then mean: to tell some potential
complete answer to the question whether p, namely to tell p or to tell ¬p, rather
than to tell the actual answer to the question.
Further support for this idea also comes from the behavior of verbs of conjec-
ture such as conjecture, guess, and predict:
(61) Out of all of the plays run on Saturday, I incorrectly guessed whether it
was going to be a run or pass on just a handful.(Google)
(62) For each draw, I had to conjecture whether an odd number or an even
number would come out. All my guesses proved to be wrong.
(63) In one study, 56% of recipients guessed incorrectly about an e-mail’s in-
tended tone, while 78% of the senders incorrectly predicted whether or
not the recipients would get it right. (Google)
In (61) the verb guess seems to have exactly the meaning of predict, and ends up
meaning: “I made an incorrect guess as to whether it was going to be a run or
pass”. Sentence (62) suggests that to conjecture whether p would simply mean
“to conjecture one of p or ¬p”, rather than “figure out the true answer”. Due to
the presence of “incorrectly”, more generally, (61) and (63) seem to argue against
Baker’s idea that tell and guess allow only for veridical readings of embedded
questions.
Such examples remain compatible with several interpretations, however. Lewis
(1982), for instance, suggests that there may be a sense of “telling falsely whether”
that “does not count as telling whether at all, but only as purporting to tell whether”.
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Likewise, “conjecture whether” or “guess whether” might really mean “try to find
out whether”. This hypothesis seems adequate for a sentence like (60), but does
not square well with an example like (61), however, where the verb “guessed” is
modified by “incorrectly”. If guess meant “try to make a correct guess”, then one
might expect the adverb “incorrectly”, in “guessed incorrectly”, to modify “try”
semantically, which does not seem to get the correct meaning.
Another hypothesis, which we are about to see in the next section, is to view the
non-veridical readings of questions after tell, guess and related verbs as parasitic
on the veridical reading of the question, but as involving some coercion mechanism
due to the presence of a preposition (possibly unexpressed). Such an account does
not easily apply to tell or predict, however, for which no preposition seems ever to
overtly show up.15
Setting aside a further discussion of these examples, I conclude that for the
present account to be fully explanatory, we need to endorse the idea that tell is
ambiguous between a factive and a non-factive interpretation already with that-
clauses (see Egre´ and Spector 2007, and already Berman 1991, Ginzburg 1995).
Furthermore, we are in principle committed to the view that questions after tell
primarily have the veridical reading.
4.3 Agree, be certain and the role of prepositions
By contrast to verbs like tell or guess, verbs like agree or be certain are not only
non-veridical with respect to that-complements, but also with respect to embedded
questions. For instance, one can say:
(64) a. Mary and John agree on who left
b. Mary and John agree on whether Sue left
(65) a. John is certain about who left
b. John is certain on whether Sue left
In the first two examples, the object of Mary and John’s agreement need not be the
true answer to the question. It is enough for John and Mary, for instance, to agree
that Sue left in order to agree on whether Sue left, even if in fact, Sue did not leave.
The case is the same for (65-b): it is enough for John to be certain that Sue left in
order for him to be certain on whether Sue left. Consequently, not only do such
verbs licence both that- and whether-complements, but they appear to satisfy the
that-to-whether constraint stated in (43) above. These verbs are a problem for the
account spelt out in section 3, since they are not-veridical.
From a syntactic point of view, however, these verbs clearly differ from the
verbs we have discussed so far. For one thing, agree requires a preposition in front
of embedded questions. In the case of be certain, the preposition can sometimes
15For instance, “John will tell us about whether Mary left” sounds odd, or otherwise has a meaning
much weaker than “John will tell us whether Mary left” (see below).
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be dropped, but native speakers report that the sentences are not as good as when
the preposition is expressed:16
(66) *John and Mary agree whether Sue left
(67) *John is certain whether Sue left
Another difference, observed by B. Spector, is that such verbs allow for the para-
phrase “the question of whether”. This is not so with know, for instance:
(68) *John knows the question of whether Mary left
(69) John and Mary agree on the question of whether Mary left
(70) John is certain about the question of whether Sue left
Interestingly, tell patterns like know relative to this test. By contrast, verbs like
guess and conjecture allow for the presence of a preposition in contexts in which
they give rise to an explicitly non-veridical reading of the embedded question:
(71) *John told Mary the question of whether Sue left
(72) For each draw, I had to conjecture about whether an odd number or an
even number would come out.
(73) You’ll never again have to guess about whether or not a plant needs water.
(Google)
In (72) and (73), the presence of the preposition “about” clearly forces the verbs to
mean “make a conjecture” and “make a guess” respectively. The interesting fact,
in the light of our previous discussion, is that the sentences seem to retain the same
meaning when the the preposition is not expressed. This is not so with know or
tell, for which “tell about” and “know about”, when they can be used, alter the
meaning of the original sentence. For instance, the second sentence below conveys
that John has some information relevant to answer the question, not necessarily
that he knows the answer:
(74) a. John knows whether Mary left.
b. John knows about whether Mary left.
Another verb, which appears not to be veridical, at least not in any obvious
sense, is decide, which also embeds whether-complements and appears to satisfy
the that-to-whether constraint:
(75) a. John has decided that he will go to London
b. John has decided whether he will go to London
16The presence of a negation seems to help, as in “John is not certain whether Mary left”, “John
is unsure whether Mary left”.
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While decide can have an epistemic reading in some contexts, it does not appear to
be veridical. For instance, one can say:
(76) John had decided that he would go to London before Christmas. But he
never went there.
As a consequence, to decide whether p seems to mean simply “to decide p or to
decide ¬p”, and not necessarily “to decide the true answer to the question whether
p” (meaning the true answer relative to the actual world). For decide too, however,
it is possible to add the preposition “about” without altering the meaning of the
sentence:
(77) John has decided about whether he will go to London
(78) John has decided about the question of whether he will go to London
One way of accounting for these contrasts is to see the preposition “about” as
allowing both for such non-veridical verbs to embed questions, and as explaining
the non-veridical interpretation of the questions in these contexts. Let us consider,
for instance, the following valid inference:
(79) a. John believes that Mary left
b. John has a belief about whether Mary left.
We may suppose that the first sentence gets translated to: Bel(j, L(m)), where
L(m) is of type st and denotes λw( [[ L(m) ]](w) = 1). The logical form of the
second sentence can be taken to be: ∃Pst[(About(?L(m)))(P ) ∧ Bel(j, P )]. To
account for the inference, we shall suppose that the sentence (79-b) is analyzed
according to the following parse tree, where “John has a belief about whether Mary
left” is analyzed as “John believes some proposition about whether Mary left”:
some P1
about whether Mary left
1
John
believes P1
We assume the following semantics (following Heim and Kratzer’s 1998 treatment
of quantifier raising, where the DP moves and leaves a trace):
[[ about ]]=λQs(st)λPst∃w′(P = Q(w′))
[[ whether Mary left ]]=λiλw( [[ L(m) ]](i) = [[ L(m) ]](w)).
[[ some P1 ]]=λX(st)tλY(st)t∃Pst(X(P ) ∧ Y (P )).
[[ believes ]]=λPstλx( [[ Bel ]](x, P ))
Applying the rules of functional application, one can check that the sentence
is true if and only if: ∃Pst(∃w′(P = λw( [[ L(m) ]](w′) = [[ L(m) ]](w)) ∧
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[[ Bel ]]( [[ j ]](P )), namely if there is a proposition that is a potential answer to
the question whether Mary left, and John believes that proposition. This analysis
allows us to capture the inference in (79). Crucially, however, this inference no
longer rests on the veridicality of the verb, but only on the semantics assumed for
“about”.
We can generalize this proposal to other verbs followed by a preposition like
“about”, such as agree, or decide. Adapting the previous tree, the proposed analysis
for “John and Sue agree on whether Mary left” also yield there is some potential
answer to the question of whether Mary left on which John and Sue agree:
some P1
about whether Mary left
1
John and Susan
agree P1
In these examples we assumed that for a proposition to be about a question, the
proposition must correspond to some potential complete answer in Groenendijk
and Karttunen’s sense (as in Egre´ and Spector 2007). Arguably, this meaning for
“about” may be too strong for embedded wh-questions after some predicates. For
instance, in order to have a belief about who came, it is probably sufficient to be-
lieve a proposition that only partially answers the question (rather than a potential
complete answer in GS’s sense).17 For a verb like agree, on the other hand, the
meaning assumed seems adequate, since in order to agree about who left, it is not
enough to agree on some partial answer: John and Mary may agree that Sue left,
bit disagree about Janet, for instance, in which case they disagree about who left.
4.4 Summary
In this section we have seen that verbs that question-embedding verbs that are non-
veridical with respect to that-complements fall in two main categories, following
Lahiri’s 2002 typology (and setting aside the case of doubt, which turns out not
to embed questions). For the verbs that Lahiri calls non-veridical responsive, like
agree, our account relies in an essential way on the overt or covert presence of
a preposition like “about”. For that reason, such verbs cannot be taken to satisfy
the that-to-whether constraint directly. For verbs like tell, which Lahiri classes
as veridical with respect to questions, we have seen that we need to postulate a
systematic ambiguity, and to assume that there is a veridical use of tellwhich allows
17A complete answer, in Groenendijk and Karttunen’s sense, corresponds to a cell in the partition
determined by the question. If John left and Mary didn’t, and they are the only two individuals in the
domain, the complete answer to ”who left?” is “John left and Mary didn’t”. By contrast, “John left”,
“Mary didn’t leave” count as partial answers. For whether-questions, partial answers happen to be
complete answers however.
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for whether-embedding. As we have seen, however, the data in the case of verbs
like tell, predict do not obviously support the present account, if non-veridical
readings of embedded questions occur after these verbs, which are not constructed
with a preposition. This, as a matter of fact, may be the most serious problem for
the present account, and the point where one may have to revise the semantics of
embedded whether-complements proposed in (40) (see Egre´ and Spector 2007).
5 Conclusion
Let us review briefly the main elements of our account and conclude with a discus-
sion of some problems. Why is it that wonder selects only for interrogative com-
plements, believe only for declarative complements, while know allows for both?
Following Groenendijk and Stokhof, we have assumed that the difference between
know and wonder is that wonder fundamentally selects for the intension of a ques-
tion; it does not take that-clauses because this would produce a type mismatch.
By contrast, know is a propositional verb, like believe, but because know is veridi-
cal, that-complements after know coincide with the extension of the corresponding
whether-question: to know that is to know whether, just as to know whether is to
know that. Here we have argued that with the exception of assertion predicates
(like be true/right that), the same inference pattern is satisfied in principle by all
veridical attitude verbs. As for the converse, we have argued that verbs like believe
and regret do not embed whether-complements because when that-clauses after
such verbs cannot be expressed in the same way as whether-clauses. When non-
veridical predicates like agree seem to satisfy the inference from that-to-whether,
some coercion mechanism is in fact triggered by the presence of a preposition in
front of interrogative complements, in the same way in which believe that licences
the inference to have a belief about whether.
How does the present account relate to the ones we examined above? To some
extent, our account agrees with Ginzburg’s intuition that that-clauses behave differ-
ently after believe and after know. But on the present view, that-clauses continue to
denote propositions after know and after believe in both cases: the only difference
is in the lexical semantics of the verbs, not in the objects they select for. Our ac-
count also agrees with Saebo’s account on the idea that the use of whether-clauses
is pragmatically restricted in a number a contexts, due to a competition with that-
clauses. However, on our theory these pragmatic restrictions are not sufficient to
explain those cases where the verbs cannot be used. Our account of the admission
and exclusion of whether-complements remains fundamentally semantic in this re-
spect.
Here we have assumed that interrogative complements always denote the true
answer to the question. An alternative possibility, explored in Egre´ and Spec-
tor 2007, would be to assume that questions systematically denote some potential
complete answer to the question, rather than the true answer to the question. Un-
der that assumption, “V whether p” should mean “V p or V not p”, rather than
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“V whichever of p and ¬p is the true answer” (ie (p → V p) ∧ (¬p → V ¬p)), a
distinction that is collapsed, precisely, when the verbs are veridical (see Egre´ and
Spector 2007). If so, however, the that-to-whether constraint would be trivially
satisfied, since trivially V p entails V p ∨ V ¬p. To explain why some propositional
verbs like believe or regret do not take whether-complements, we would then need
a different story, whereby some semantic feature of those verbs blocks the semantic
interpretation in front of questions (as in the accounts reviewed in section 2 and as
in the strategy used in section 3.3 to rule out sentences like “it is true whether p”).
Such a line of explanation may prove more explanatory and economical in the end.
On the present account, the reason why verbs like regret or believe do not embed
whether-complements is because they lack a semantic feature (namely veridical-
ity), not because some specific semantic feature would block the interpretation.
A related weakness of the present theory is that we do not explain the un-
acceptability of believe whether and it is true whether in the same way, where
one may feel that the exclusion is of some common origin in both cases. Like-
wise, as announced in the introduction, our account leaves unexplained why some
verbs appear to take wh-questions, despite the fact that they do not take whether-
complements (like surprise). Assuming wh-complements really express questions
in such contexts, this may suggest that veridicality is not the right criterion, and that
further lexical properties of the embedding verbs come into play (as in Guerzoni
2007).18
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